
 

Quick Info

The Eiswand is Alphacool’s complete water cooling set for your CPU.  

 

Scope of delivery

1x Alphacool Eiswand 360 Solo

1x external power supply

Technical data

L x W x H Eiswand 210 x 155 x 534 mm

Radiator 1x 360mm XT45 full-copper radiator

Fans 6x Eiswind fans 1100/700 RPM

Color black
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Download links

Manual 11459_Alphacool_Eiswand_360_Solo_-_Black_Manual.pdf

Product pictures 11459_Alphacool_Eiswand_360_Solo_-_Black_pics.zip

Packaging dimensions per unit

L x W x H 755 x 240 x 290 mm

Weight 8240 g

Other data

Certificates CE, FC, RoHS

EAN 4250197114592

Customs code 84195080900

Article text

The Eiswand is Alphacool’s complete water cooling set for your CPU.

The core component of the Eiswand is the external 360mm full-copper radiator, which is equipped with six Eiswind fans. This means the system’s

cooling power is very high, enough for any combination of CPU and GPU. Copper offers double the heat capacity of the aluminium often used in cheap

systems. The six Eiswind fans are built to operate in Push&Pull configuration, to guarantee optimal radiator ventilation.

The illuminated reservoir sits directly on the external radiator. There, the fill level can easily be checked through the large viewing window, and the fill

port on the upper surface makes it easy to fill the loop.

The elegant, likewise illuminated bottom of the Eiswand contains two DC-LT silent pumps, which are also used in several of Alphacool’s other systems.

For example, they are used in the Alphacool Eisbaer, often praised for its low noise level. The pumps’ capacity is so high that even if one of them fails,

there is no noticeable loss of cooling power. One pump is strong enough to keep a simple cooling loop going. This guarantees top-level security for

your whole system.
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